Prologue {#section1-1350508415585030}
========

In a Mark Twain story that has delighted and inspired generations, Aunt Polly orders her young nephew, Tom Sawyer, to paint the fence along the street. Tom not only dreads this kind of work, he also knows that executing this task will subject him to serious mockery from his peers, village boys enjoying their day of leisure. However, he turns the tables. When the first boys come by, Tom pretends to be highly motivated by his work: displaying fascination with and dedication to his task, he 'informs' his peers that it requires extraordinary responsibility and skillfulness---qualities not everyone possesses. Apparently, a natural actor, Tom eventually gets the boys so interested in painting that they offer him all the little treasures in their pockets, in return for an opportunity to paint. Accordingly, Tom changes roles from being a producer who himself fulfills a task (i.e. internal sourcing) to out-contracting work (i.e. external sourcing), enjoying the power of the buyer who picks and chooses from among multiple offers. At the literal end of the day, everybody seems happy: Aunt Polly (i.e. the end consumer) owns a perfectly painted fence; the boys are highly satisfied with their leisure time spent contributing to fulfilling an interesting task (which is common in crowdsourcing); and Tom, pioneering a role which we later call *consuming producer*, has considerably increased his wealth.

Linus Torvalds' approach to developing the open-source operating system Linux resembles Tom Sawyer's fence-painting strategy ([@bibr88-1350508415585030]). Microsoft's de facto monopoly paired with their intellectual property policies had left a generation of computer engineers frustrated: condemned to an operating system they could not modify.^[1](#fn1-1350508415585030){ref-type="fn"}^ Within 3 months of engineering professor Andrew Tanenbaum publishing a rudimentary operating system's source code, the newsgroup discussing and improving it grew to 40,000 subscribers---among them Finnish engineering student Linus Torvalds. Building on Tanenbaum's work, Torvalds wrote Linux, a basic operating system conforming to IEEE industry standards. He made the source code available on the Internet, inviting fellow engineers to rewrite existing modules and create new ones ([@bibr92-1350508415585030]; [@bibr117-1350508415585030]). The initial Linux kernel established Torvalds' credibility as a resourceful, highly motivated producer and issued a plausible promise to the community: Linux was weak enough to call for further improvement, yet good enough to convince them that it could evolve into something great ([@bibr103-1350508415585030]). Torvalds received an overwhelming stream of improved and additional Linux modules from around the globe. He responded by infusing his producer role with that of an exemplary consumer: critically evaluating incoming solutions, choosing the best ones, and presenting the community with his selection---the latest Linux releases, which came out at a fast pace, sometimes more than once a day---always giving contributors extensive credit. Like Tom Sawyer, Linus Torvalds migrated from producer and sole (internal) source of production to *consuming producer* tasked with managing multiple external sources. He constantly stimulated and rewarded the community with ego-satisfying responses and displaying rapid improvement in their work. He treated contributors as his most valuable resource; in response, they became exactly that ([@bibr103-1350508415585030]).

This article synthesizes existing research, weaving together the fine disciplinary yarns of open innovation research, organization theory, consumer studies, sociology, and philosophy of art to encourage an understanding of how and with what consequences crowdsourcing transforms the roles of consumers and producers ([@bibr72-1350508415585030]; [@bibr125-1350508415585030]). Crowdsourcing spreads and morphs quickly, now playing a major role in areas as diverse as creating, organizing, and sharing knowledge; producing digital artifacts; providing services involving tangible assets; or monitoring and evaluating. Defining crowdsourcing as sourcing by means of *global search*, we propose a framework that describes all crowdsourcing initiatives as yielding combinations of four fundamental types of value for sourcing actors. Examining crowdsourcing in its societal context, we show that it mobilizes particularly cheap resources: societies' excess capacities at the work realm's margins. Putting those resources to work further rationalizes society.

Consumer studies argue that today's consumers are both buyers and sources of value creation, involved in making and selling products and services (e.g. customers engaging in self-service or parading brand logos in their daily routines; [@bibr130-1350508415585030]). We show that crowdsourcing further blurs consumer and producer roles by getting consumers to employ their excess capacities (e.g. time, effort, knowledge, and assets), acting as suppliers. We further demonstrate that the advent of *working consumers* ([@bibr30-1350508415585030]; [@bibr123-1350508415585030]) is intimately tied to the emergence of *consuming producers*, and we examine how this development impacts the relative power of consumers and producers. Finally, we point to crowdsourcing as a spectacle deploying *working consumers'* and *consuming producers'* look and feel to revamp traditional consumer and producer roles.

Mobilizing for production {#section2-1350508415585030}
=========================

Journalist [@bibr57-1350508415585030] coined the term 'crowdsourcing', a portmanteau of 'crowd' and '(out-)sourcing'. In this article, we consider crowdsourcing to be when (a) an actor (individual, team, or organization) tasks external sources with solving a problem or executing a task *and* (b) the actor identifies these sources (individuals, teams, or organizations) through a call broadcast to a crowd.

'Crowd' commonly refers to many people gathered closely in one place ([@bibr97-1350508415585030]). A crowd acting collectively is traditionally either seen as a source of social unrest (rioters, mobs, etc.) or societal progress (legitimate strikes, political rallies, etc.; [@bibr125-1350508415585030]). In the context of crowdsourcing, 'crowd' has a different meaning, referring to a mass audience that is reachable through a communication channel such as a traditional mass medium or the Internet, rather than locally gathered. These crowds have become sources for developing and producing goods and services ([@bibr13-1350508415585030]).

Broadcasting a call soliciting contributions to problem solving or task execution from a crowd is an act of mobilization. Successful mobilization translates into many individuals self-selecting and identifying themselves as potential contributors. Broadcasting instantiates one-to-all communication (1:∀). Ideally, one actor addresses all relevant recipients (e.g. Torvalds, in principle, invites all computer engineers to improve Linux). Until recently, one-to-all communication occurred almost exclusively through mass media, delivering information and entertainment to citizens and advertising to consumers. In producer--consumer relations, broadcasting's main role was rather expensive one-way communication aimed at shaping consumer preferences ([@bibr49-1350508415585030]).

By contrast, crowdsourcing is an approach to sourcing that employs one-to-all communication for developing and producing a vast array of goods and services. Sourcing concerns business-to-business relations, more specifically, the decision to make internally or buy externally ([@bibr26-1350508415585030]). Understood as procurement from previously unknown sources identified through broadcast search, crowdsourcing provides an alternative to both making in-house and buying from designated contractors typically selected based on preexisting business relationships, recommendations from trusted third parties, or market research ([@bibr2-1350508415585030]; [@bibr64-1350508415585030]).

Crowdsourcing relies on two-way communication: an actor who wants a problem solved or task executed calls upon a crowd of potential contributors, a number of whom respond by offering contributions. Hence, crowdsourcing is only possible under conditions that secure a chain of communicative acts from the sourcing actor to the crowd and back. Specifically, it is necessary that

1.  The sourcing actor possesses technological and economic means to distribute a call to a crowd of potential sources ([@bibr38-1350508415585030]);

2.  A sufficient number of potential sources from the crowd (a) attend to the call, (b) find it intelligible, and (c) deem it worth their effort ([@bibr43-1350508415585030]);

3.  Potential sources willing to contribute have access to technologically and economically feasible means for communicating their contributions to the sourcing actor ([@bibr2-1350508415585030]);

4.  The sourcing actor is able to understand and evaluate the received contributions and selects one, a few, or many contributors as external sources ([@bibr27-1350508415585030]).

None of these conditions is trivial, and only if all are fulfilled is crowdsourcing possible and able to provide an alternative to internal sourcing or (external) sourcing from designated contractors.

Crowdsourcing does not necessarily rely on the Internet. Sourcing actors can broadcast calls to the general public via mass media or public spaces, or disseminate calls to expert audiences (e.g. professional communities) through specialized media channels and professionals' formal and informal networks. Potential contributors can respond by mail, phone, or in person. In fact, crowdsourcing was in use before the inception of Web 2.0. For instance, police forces have a long tradition of broadcasting calls to mobilize the general public in helping solve crimes. However, one-to-all communication as a means to producing goods or providing services remained rare until the Internet opened a new era of mobilization ([@bibr114-1350508415585030]).

Arguably, there is a trend toward increasingly digitized production and modularized product architectures ([@bibr10-1350508415585030]) while hardware and software tools are advancing rapidly---becoming cheaper, yet more powerful and increasingly compatible, if not integrated ([@bibr121-1350508415585030]). Consequently, means of production are becoming more widely accessible and even abundant in some sectors of economically and technically advanced societies ([@bibr110-1350508415585030]). Such enabling factors increase crowds' ability to receive calls, carry out digitized work, and transmit results electronically ([@bibr11-1350508415585030]; [@bibr54-1350508415585030]).

Any Internet user can, in principle, broadcast to all other users, acting as a global media provider. Hence, one-to-all communication is no longer a privilege of only the most high-powered actors such as state agencies or large corporations ([@bibr16-1350508415585030]). However, successful mobilization requires capturing the crowd's attention, which is challenging in an attention-based economy characterized by information over-abundance but attention scarcity ([@bibr33-1350508415585030]). Consequently, many actors use intermediaries that enjoy a reputation for interesting calls to the targeted crowd and broadcast calls on behalf of sourcing actors. Comparable to broadcasting corporations and the press, intermediaries selling one-to-all communication are powerful players, 'a new digital elite' ([@bibr119-1350508415585030]; [@bibr125-1350508415585030]).

To summarize, crowdsourcing shifts the focus from crowds as sociopolitical entities to crowds as sources of economic value. Similarly, one-to-all communication's role in the economy shifts: thus far, mainly a tool for selling, it is becoming a tool for developing and producing goods and services. Crowdsourcing is arguably part of a broader shift in organizing production, specifically, of a trend toward increased external sourcing ([@bibr75-1350508415585030]). It locates external sources by first mobilizing crowds through web-based calls and then depending on the task, selecting one, a few, or many respondents as external sources. For instance, police pursuing a fugitive mobilize the crowd, hoping that out of the many respondents, one or a few can provide the needed information. By contrast, Linux draws on input from a vast number of contributors. In 1991, it started with about 10,000 lines of original code from Torvalds; based on contributions from the crowd, it grew steadily to 6,624,000 in 2005 ([@bibr84-1350508415585030]).

The mechanics of crowdsourcing {#section3-1350508415585030}
==============================

Global search {#section4-1350508415585030}
-------------

Assuming a fully functioning communication chain (from the sourcing actor to the crowd and back) permitting crowdsourcing *could* be chosen, under what conditions *would* it be chosen over other types of sourcing? Adopting a problem-solving perspective ([@bibr95-1350508415585030]) informed by complexity theory ([@bibr67-1350508415585030]; [@bibr112-1350508415585030]), researchers have progressed toward identifying the conditions under which crowdsourcing occurs. [@bibr75-1350508415585030] show that the nature of the task (i.e. its decomposability) and the distribution of required knowledge (i.e. its scarcity) affect the choice between alternative sourcing types. [@bibr2-1350508415585030] address the known inclination of human actors to search locally when solving a problem (e.g. looking for the cause close to the effect and drawing on familiar knowledge that previously proved useful; [@bibr32-1350508415585030]). Such local searches render actors myopic ([@bibr81-1350508415585030]). However, the costs of distant search are usually prohibitively high due to the number and nature of solution alternatives---increasingly numerous and incomprehensible due to their reliance on unfamiliar knowledge ([@bibr51-1350508415585030]). [@bibr2-1350508415585030] maintain that crowdsourcing occurs because, depending on the availability and communicability of knowledge, it can significantly lower distant search costs.

The distinction between local and distant search is predicated on the concept of *search* or *solution space*, which is an abstract, multidimensional space containing all theoretically possible solutions plus information about their quality (i.e. value). On this view, problem solving equals navigating the solution space in search of the best possible (i.e. most valuable) solution ([@bibr2-1350508415585030]; [@bibr80-1350508415585030]). An actor deciding how to source a problem's solution or task's execution faces a similar but non-identical problem: choosing the best source from among all potential contributors, including the sourcing actor. Sourcing actors cannot choose from among all theoretically possible solutions (i.e. the entire abstract solution space). Instead, they search (partly or entirely) the empirical set of all potential sources, thus only finding solutions available to at least one such source.

The literature suggests that human actors are *satisficers* ([@bibr111-1350508415585030]), preferring local to distant search ([@bibr32-1350508415585030]; [@bibr81-1350508415585030]). We conclude that sourcing actors go through for the following sourcing options, only extending the search radius if previous searches have not yielded a technically and economically satisfying result:

1.  Internal sourcing: The sourcing actor is the source of choice;

2.  External sourcing to local dedicated contractors: Sources are identified based on sourcing actors' own knowledge or knowledge from trusted people and documents;

3.  External sourcing to distant dedicated contractors: Sources are identified based on knowledge about how or where to conduct distant search (i.e. search heuristics; [@bibr15-1350508415585030]). For instance, a police detective seeking to learn critical information from a community inaccessible to her can use an informant who may draw on yet another informant;

4.  Crowdsourcing: Sources are identified through *global search*, a brute-force approach ideally covering the complete search space by reaching *all* potential sources via one-to-all communication. *Global search* aims at identifying the *global optimum* (i.e. finding the best available solution by identifying the best possible source). Note that 'global' refers to search space, not to geographical space---although with crowdsourcing the two increasingly coincide.

Sourcing actors search the set of possible contributors, a network with the sourcing actor at its center. Searching as locally as possible yet as globally as necessary, they extend their search radius stepwise, from one sourcing actor to eventually all potential sources, until they identify satisfactory sources. The further the search, the higher the likelihood of finding a large number of sources drawing on increasingly diverse knowledge.

Value from global search {#section5-1350508415585030}
------------------------

Generally, global search creates value in two ways: First, the sourcing actor seeks rare, high-quality contributions yet cannot limit the search to specific search-space areas. Hence, global search aims at maximizing the number of contributions to increase the likelihood of finding the rare, sought ones. Contributions are competitive, selecting one or a few distinguished ones while neglecting all others, often the vast majority. Second, if the sourcing actor aims at an aggregate effect achievable through accumulating many similar contributions, global search is the appropriate approach because searching everywhere maximizes the number of identified sources and received contributions.^[2](#fn2-1350508415585030){ref-type="fn"}^

We now elaborate on and illustrate our two cases calling for crowdsourcing: competing contributions, where redundant ones are eliminated from a set of received contributions, and aggregate contributions, where all received contributions jointly generate a cumulative effect. We suggest a framework identifying four types of values from sourcing by means of global search: access to (1) *creative expertise* and (2) *critical items*, as well as to increased (3) *execution capacity* and (4) *bargaining power* (see [Figure 1](#fig1-1350508415585030){ref-type="fig"}).

![Value from crowdsourcing.](10.1177_1350508415585030-fig1){#fig1-1350508415585030}

### Creative expertise {#section6-1350508415585030}

We refer to *creative expertise* as a distinct capacity: superior domain knowledge, or the ability to novelly recombine and modify knowledge from one or more domains, or a combination of both criteria ([@bibr3-1350508415585030]). We maintain that under two conditions, sourcing agents employ global search for accessing creative expertise. First, the task is sophisticated in the sense that after exhausting all known means of further decomposing it into simpler subtasks, the task still requires creative expertise. Second, this creative expertise cannot necessarily be found locally or in specific distant areas, hence the sourcing actor assumes random distribution of potential contributors. Typically, sourcing agents broadcast calls for creative expertise via so-called innovation-platforms (i.e. web-portals) operated by intermediaries with a reputation for attracting interesting calls and capable contributors. The intermediary serves as a nexus for numerous seekers and contributors, acting as a trustee to ensure the *ex ante* announcement of the award paid for the best contribution(s) and the actual full payment ([@bibr28-1350508415585030]; [@bibr59-1350508415585030]).

Consider an example illustrating crowdsourcing targeting at randomly distributed *creative expertise*: NASA invested significant resources in developing reliable predictions of solar flares, achieving no more than 55% prediction accuracy. They turned to InnoCentive, an innovation platform reaching over 350,000 potential contributors from nearly 200 countries ([@bibr61-1350508415585030]). NASA broadcast a call, essentially consisting of a general problem statement, and a US\$30,000 award for the best solution(s). Within a 3-month period, 500 individuals expressed interest in the problem and 11 submitted solutions. The winning solution, from a retired telecommunications engineer, reached 85% prediction accuracy, using only ground-based equipment instead of the orbiting spacecraft NASA traditionally used ([@bibr75-1350508415585030]).

There are two major challenges associated with this type of crowdsourcing. First, it tends to turn out as a winner-take-all competition, leaving the majority of contributors with little to no financial reward, potentially undermining their willingness for sustained participation. Second, distant search for creative expertise can involve difficult cross-disciplinary communication: calls must be intelligible across knowledge domains, and sourcing actors may have to evaluate solutions that rely on areas of expertise that they meet with ignorance or even prejudice ([@bibr27-1350508415585030]).

### Critical items {#section7-1350508415585030}

We use the term *critical items* to denote informational or material items that already exist or are by-products of potential contributors' daily lives, yet are of critical importance to a sourcing agent's problem or task. Other than creative expertise, critical items are 'ready-mades', shared in response to a call but rarely produced for it (e.g. sightings of wanted criminals or missing pets, details about using and maintaining technical devices, and obscure objects such as spare parts for end-of-life products). Sourcing actors unable to narrow their search tend to opt for global search: using their own or intermediaries' platforms to broadcast calls for specific critical items, ideally to all potential contributors.

Consider as examples numerous Internet forums where people broadcast specific questions about technical devices; online classifieds (e.g. Craigslist); or Large Emergency Event Digital Information Repository (LEEDIR), a platform Californian police use to call upon eyewitnesses to provide videos or photos of specific emergency events.

Again, contributions are competitive: one or a few high-quality contributions suffice. Yet, some redundancy can be beneficial because consistency in information from independent sources or between older and newer information potentially indicates validity and thus can help determining the accuracy of critical information received. In addition, the information's credibility depends on the source's credibility, which is why many platforms track and display contributors' merits.

### Execution capacity {#section8-1350508415585030}

We expect actors to opt for crowdsourcing when a task requires exceedingly high *execution capacity*; is decomposable into many well-structured similar subtasks that can be processed in parallel based on common, widespread knowledge; and these subtasks, when executed, yield partial results that can easily be aggregated into the final result.

Consider Microsoft's utilization of users for product testing as an example of crowdsourcing that increases the sourcing actor's execution capacity. Software testing requires exceedingly high execution capacity because the number of test cases grows exponentially with a program's functional richness ([@bibr29-1350508415585030]). Microsoft copes with this workload by offloading much of it onto customers, mostly Windows and Office users, requesting that they authorize the transmission of automatically generated error messages that inform the vendor of software problems. Similarly, researchers launched the platform Galaxy Zoo to enlist contributors in classifying about 900,000 galaxies. This task requires exceedingly high execution capacity, yet is decomposable into many small subtasks that can be executed in parallel based on common knowledge and yield easily communicated and aggregated results. Providing an estimated equivalent to 83 labor-years, contributors generated 50 million classifications within 7 months ([@bibr44-1350508415585030]).

### Bargaining power {#section9-1350508415585030}

We have argued that actors seeking technically *and* economically satisfactory sources extend their search radius stepwise. Technically satisfactory solutions identifiable through localized search do not preclude economically motivated global searches. Sourcing actors should opt for global search when they expect it to yield heretofore unknown, economically attractive sources. Maximizing the number of received contributions, global search is an instrument for affecting demand--supply ratios in sourcing actors' favor---increasing their bargaining power over contributors and consequently lowering prices. Similarly, intermediaries attracting large numbers of both contributors and sourcing actors create a near-perfect market, known for lowering prices to the minimum possible under respective historical circumstances ([@bibr6-1350508415585030]).

Consider [@bibr1-1350508415585030], an electronic marketplace for graphic design. Engaging more than 900,000 designers, the platform offers sourcing actors the possibility (a) to initiate a design competition by broadcasting a design brief and the remuneration (US\$299, US\$499, US\$799, or US\$1199); (b) to select from over 40,000 design templates, then have the design customized for US\$99; or (c) to contract a small design job (typically modifications of existing graphic designs) for US\$19 ([@bibr1-1350508415585030]). Most sourcing agents could find local sources for these tasks---but rarely at such low costs.

Enabling a growing number of globalizing markets, crowdsourcing increases market efficiency and strengthens sourcing actors' bargaining power. Furthermore, it reduces prices by including contributors who are willing to accept particularly low prices---a topic with important ethical implications (e.g. opportunities a more inclusive society offers and risks of rising exploitation), which we address in the next section.

To summarize, crowdsourcing allows actors to generate value from otherwise inaccessible creative expertise and critical items, as well as from increased execution capacity and bargaining power, non-mutually exclusive types of value.^[3](#fn3-1350508415585030){ref-type="fn"}^ Consider Linux's creation as exemplary of simultaneously aiming at execution capacity and creative expertise. Torvalds' ability to mobilize an enormous workforce for debugging software (utilizing knowledge common within the Linux community) is salient in his approach to crowdsourcing. He was also able to benefit from creative expertise: receiving software modules elegantly rewritten to make them more efficient, and new modules adding valuable functionality only creative experts could conceive. Linux benefits from numerous contributions, creating an aggregate effect at the systems level (i.e. enhanced features and functionality require many modules), yet competing at the module level (i.e. every module update makes the previous version obsolete).

Similarly, MTurk (Amazon Mechanical Turk), an electronic marketplace for micro-tasks offering sourcing actors 'access to a global, on demand, 24 × 7 available workforce' ([@bibr94-1350508415585030]), exemplifies the combined effects of increased execution capacity and bargaining power. Sourcing actors break big tasks into numerous micro-tasks that only require commonly available knowledge and can be executed in parallel (e.g. tagging images and transcribing videos). The global reach of calls broadcast via MTurk translates into a substantial labor surplus, which results in sourcing agents' increased bargaining power and, finally, low wages (an estimated average hourly wage under US\$2.00, far below US minimum wage; [@bibr107-1350508415585030]).

Twisted roles of consumers and producers {#section10-1350508415585030}
========================================

Crowding in: the motivation to contribute {#section11-1350508415585030}
-----------------------------------------

Up to this point, we have entertained a producer perspective and, for analytical purposes, treated crowdsourcing as a decontextualized phenomenon. Henceforth, we examine it in its social context, as a manifestation of and contribution to ongoing dynamics at the societal level. We start by examining crowdsourcing's value to contributors.

Studies of contributor motivation consistently find the range of factors known to account for the motivation to work ([@bibr77-1350508415585030]):

1.  Joy and entertainment: Contributors see crowdsourcing that involves creative challenges as enjoyable, interesting, playful, thrilling, and fun ([@bibr44-1350508415585030]; [@bibr45-1350508415585030]; [@bibr76-1350508415585030]). Mindless micro-tasks require little effort ([@bibr13-1350508415585030]) and can help overcome boredom, for instance, passing time on the subway or even in the workplace ([@bibr20-1350508415585030]; [@bibr90-1350508415585030]);

2.  Self-actualization and meaning: The act of creation can provide contributors with a sense of achievement and satisfaction, thus becoming a vessel for self-actualization ([@bibr30-1350508415585030]; [@bibr74-1350508415585030]). Similarly, contributing to crowdsourcing that serves a greater good (e.g. maintaining public space or creating open content) can give individual lives meaning ([@bibr7-1350508415585030], [@bibr8-1350508415585030]; [@bibr23-1350508415585030]);

3.  Belonging and recognition: Belonging to and loving a community (including user-, brand-, or fan-communities), experiencing social interactions, and befriending like-minded people are reasons for participating ([@bibr45-1350508415585030]; [@bibr47-1350508415585030]);

4.  Skill development and signaling: The opportunity to engage in professional work that meets industry standards and that peers and firms recognize is an important reason for contributing ([@bibr40-1350508415585030]; [@bibr63-1350508415585030]; [@bibr76-1350508415585030]; [@bibr78-1350508415585030]). Crowdsourcing aids career advancement because contributors can develop, document and signal their skills while expanding their networks ([@bibr19-1350508415585030]);

5.  Income and interest: Financial rewards (e.g. guaranteed payments per executed micro-task or prize money from innovation contests) motivate participation. Studies examining the relative importance of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in tournament-based crowdsourcing have produced mixed results ([@bibr18-1350508415585030]; [@bibr46-1350508415585030]; [@bibr78-1350508415585030]; [@bibr115-1350508415585030]; [@bibr128-1350508415585030]). Notwithstanding, in poorer countries crowdsourcing is gaining importance as a source of primary income ([@bibr62-1350508415585030]; [@bibr107-1350508415585030]). Apart from direct payments, a vested interest in shaping the product can also motivate contributors ([@bibr79-1350508415585030]; [@bibr109-1350508415585030]). Consider again Linux: 75% of all kernel development is now done as part of engineers' regular work. The four top-contributing firms alone---Red Hat, Novell/SUSE, Intel, and IBM---account for almost one-third of the kernel ([@bibr84-1350508415585030]).

Excess (re-)sources: cui bono? {#section12-1350508415585030}
------------------------------

Having explored the grounds on which sourcing actors opt for global search, and potential contributors respond to calls, we now turn to crowdsourcing as a pivotal macro-societal phenomenon. Definitely, crowdsourcing is an instrument of inclusion, aiming at reaching *all* potential contributors---hence, its inherent potential to reach needy and marginalized contributors, bring in new ones who do not rely on contributing but welcome it as a new opportunity, and consequently bring down contribution prices.

Crowdsourcing favors marginality. Economically marginalized contributors from so-called emerging markets are gaining importance: Reportedly, about 70% of 99design sales come from North America, the rest mainly from Europe; yet about half the money 99design pays out goes to Asian designers ([@bibr56-1350508415585030]). MTurk's crowd has shifted 'from a primarily moderate-income, U.S.-based workforce towards an increasingly international group with a significant population of young, well-educated Indian workers' who treat 'Turking' as a serious job ([@bibr107-1350508415585030]: 2863). Apparently, policy makers in developing countries view crowdsourcing as an opportunity for connecting marginalized human resources to the world economy. For instance, the 'Malaysian government's strategy to develop the nation into an international hub for digital work' includes providing training and infrastructure (e.g. 2500 telework centers) for executing micro-tasks ([@bibr35-1350508415585030]: 1). As for demographically marginalized contributors, recall the contest for predicting solar flares. Conventional wisdom would expect an astrophysicist from a major research center to prevail; yet the winner was an outlier, at the fringes in terms of his qualifications (a telecommunications engineer tackling an astrophysics problem) and socioeconomic position (a retiree, presumably enjoying his well-earned discharge from the workforce). Winning scientific problem-solving contests was found to positively relate to *not* being trained in the field paramount in the problem and to being a woman (i.e. underrepresented in science's inner circle; [@bibr64-1350508415585030]). Furthermore, anecdotal evidence points to retirees and hobbyists as important sources of creative expertise ([@bibr58-1350508415585030]). Similarly, MTurk provides a diverse crowd, including stigmatized groups such as mentally challenged individuals and former criminals, with discrimination-free access to a labor market ([@bibr14-1350508415585030]).

Crowdsourcing exceeds and extends work realm boundaries. Individuals, who work in more or less regular jobs yet choose to work more, can seize additional opportunities through crowdsourcing. Contributing as a hyper-flexible side job or hobby infringes on the recreational realm. It exploits spare cycles (i.e. 'downtime not claimed by work or family obligations---a quantity now in surplus'; [@bibr58-1350508415585030]: xiii--xiv) as well as underutilized knowledge and assets: Crowdsourcing utilizes 'cognitive surplus' (i.e. untapped time and talent; [@bibr110-1350508415585030]). Working in their free time, many contributors appear amateur, yet in terms of qualifications are professional (e.g. 65% of the InnoCentive crowd hold PhDs and another 19% hold other advanced degrees; [@bibr21-1350508415585030], [@bibr64-1350508415585030]). Furthermore, crowdsourcing draws on surplus assets that private households do not fully exploit (e.g. extra rooms or temporarily idle cars). Platforms such as Airbnb and UberX broadcast calls for specific asset-based services. Competing in the hotel and taxi industries by brokering peer-to-peer services such as temporary accommodation in private homes and transportation in private cars, respectively, these intermediaries are so-called *sharing* or *peer-to-peer economy* forerunners ([@bibr55-1350508415585030]).

In short, crowdsourcing generates value from mobilizing untapped resources at the fringes of and even outside the work realm, from channeling *societal excess capacities* toward developing and producing goods and services.

Consequently, crowdsourcing lowers prices by mobilizing many contributors, thereby increasing supply and systematically attracting contributors willing to accept low pay. At the individual level, such willingness may appear economically justifiable: Low pay according to Western standards can have significant purchasing power in poorer countries ([@bibr14-1350508415585030]). Contributors who view their work as an investment in future career advancement (e.g. skill development and signaling) may not expect immediate returns. Most importantly, whatever pays for contributors' living (or employers) quasi-subsidize contributions made during spare time (or paid working hours, respectively). If the necessary time and assets are already covered, any additional income above the variable costs of contributing increases contributors' wealth, economically justifying the effort. This economic rationale of selling excess capacities at marginal cost, paired with the intrinsic value of contributing, provides a basis for crowdsourcing marshaling additional (re-)sources at low cost or even free of charge (e.g. numerous reviews and evaluations of products and services, and reports of software errors and public infrastructure deficiencies). Clearly, this is attractive to sourcing actors. In the extreme, when make-or-buy becomes make-or-take, not much is left to decide.

However, agreeable sourcing actors and individual contributors may find crowdsourcing; at the aggregate contributor level, its effects can be problematic. Contributors who need not factor in the true cost of labor in developed countries, namely, developed countries' amateurs and developing countries' digital laborers, bring established moderately and highly skilled workforces under economic pressure ([@bibr9-1350508415585030]; [@bibr129-1350508415585030]). The dearth of regulation further amplifies this effect: thus far, tax and labor laws (e.g. prescribing benefits, working hours, or age) either do not apply to crowdsourcing or are unenforceable ([@bibr25-1350508415585030]). Hence, the question, can crowdsourcing send labor costs spiraling downward, causing a loss of income from regular jobs, only to become even more attractive as a source of increasingly necessary additional income?

More equal opportunities, infringement on the recreational realm, and falling contribution prices are expectable effects that follow from conceptualizing crowdsourcing as sourcing through global search. We have provided evidence that these effects are current empirical phenomena. To our knowledge, extant evidence neither suffices to quantify their extent nor predict how deep they will eventually run. Implicit in these effects is the potential of crowdsourcing to further rationalize society. Focusing on changing producer and consumer roles, the next section explores this matter.

Working consumers and consuming producers: the power of purchasing {#section13-1350508415585030}
------------------------------------------------------------------

One-to-all communication is powerful. Initially, when limited to one-way communication, it turned everyone into audience (i.e. consumer). Since it functions both ways and recipients can efficiently respond to broadcast calls, everyone is becoming a supplier: what they own (i.e. goods and assets), can do (i.e. skills, expertise, and creativity), or come by (i.e. observations and experience) turns into potential input and means for production. Crowdsourcing further blurs the already-fuzzy roles of producer and consumer ([@bibr106-1350508415585030]; [@bibr116-1350508415585030]), shifting the latter farther toward supply and propelling an increasingly seamless integration of consumers into the value chain ([@bibr60-1350508415585030]). Thereby, it contributes to---and arguably completes---the *working consumer's* emergence ([@bibr30-1350508415585030]; [@bibr123-1350508415585030]).

Drawing on *producer* and *consumer* as analytical categories in the sense of Weberian ideal types ([@bibr124-1350508415585030]), this line of argument examines current societal development in light of historical contrasts---specifically, with the era of mass production, characterized by a divide between two distinct, complementary spheres: production versus consumption; businesses providing supply in exchange for earnings versus private households generating demand through spending; and creating during tightly organized, often-tedious working hours versus choosing and using (up) during free, supposedly delightful, leisure time ([@bibr49-1350508415585030]; [@bibr60-1350508415585030]). Individuals oscillate between these spheres, adopting only one role at a time, thereby enacting the so-called Fordist Deal of a quiescent labor force in exchange for increasing standards of living ([@bibr49-1350508415585030]). By contrast, crowdsourcing is currently emanating from technically and economically highly evolved regions. It is indicative of Post-Fordist *contemporary capitalism* of increasing deregulation, employer power, globalization, financialization, and, as Toffler---who coined the term 'prosumer'---predicted as early as 1980, by a trend away from mass products toward mass customized or personalized goods and services, thereby infusing the consumer role with increasingly more producer elements ([@bibr50-1350508415585030]; [@bibr87-1350508415585030]).

The literature focuses on three ways working consumers work when consuming ([@bibr31-1350508415585030]; [@bibr30-1350508415585030]; [@bibr104-1350508415585030]; [@bibr130-1350508415585030]). First, they spend time and effort carefully customizing 'their' products. Second, they go along with restructured (self-)service encounters, in which consumers carry out increasingly large parts---a development retail stores, restaurants, and gas stations lead, with banks, airlines, and many others following suit. Third, they verbally, non-verbally, and symbolically communicate with their peers in ways that enhance certain products' and services' (brand) value. In all three cases, consumers' work does not earn them money but instead tends to put them at the economic disadvantage of increasing prices or decreasing service quality ([@bibr17-1350508415585030]; [@bibr130-1350508415585030]).

Differently yet complementarily, crowdsourcing blurs boundaries between production and consumption by creating numerous possibilities for acting as a supplier, typically by working outside work: executing micro-tasks (e.g. MTurk), providing services (e.g. Airbnb), crafting designs (e.g. 99designs), innovating products (e.g. InnoCentive), assisting authorities (e.g. LEEDIR), and so on. Thus, crowdsourcing has a potential for rationalizing not only production processes but also life worlds: expanding work into recreational and social life, and substituting occasions and capacities virtually free of instrumental concerns with productive activities under an effectiveness-and-efficiency regime. Again, the resultant impact on life worlds depends on crowdsourcing's societal pervasiveness. Moreover, it hinges on the kind of additional instrumentally rational activities (e.g. simple or sophisticated tasks) and forgone leisure activities (e.g. computer games or quality time with family). Hence, effects expectedly differ by crowdsourcing type and contributor demographics. Future research is warranted to determine and explain them.

The trend toward working consumers is imposed on and advanced by consumers. Experiencing 'cultural fatigue' due to disenchantment with regular forms of consumption ([@bibr50-1350508415585030]; [@bibr73-1350508415585030]) and a lack of meaning at work due to overly rationalized production in a 'McDonaldized' society ([@bibr105-1350508415585030]), consumers assume a more active role, taking over parts of the value chain. For instance, *user- and community-driven innovation* produces cutting edge results, heralded as a counter approach to firm-driven producer innovation and as the foundation for aligned producers and consumers' *co-creation* ([@bibr121-1350508415585030]). A total of 6.1% of UK consumers engage in product innovation ([@bibr122-1350508415585030]), as do 5.2% in the United States and 3.7% in Japan ([@bibr98-1350508415585030]). Similarly, the rapidly growing *maker movement*, a community-driven social movement, aims to create a new culture of producing ([@bibr34-1350508415585030]). Makers employ do-it-yourself and do-it-together techniques to develop and market unique products, often made from used, discarded, or defect materials ([@bibr113-1350508415585030]). They frequently share community production facilities, organize large trade fairs, and receive increasing governmental support ([@bibr5-1350508415585030]). As [@bibr39-1350508415585030] suggests, 'people's need to engage passionately with objects in ways that make them more than just consumers' fuels the maker movement (p. 12).

Interestingly, consumers claim a bigger share of the producer role at a time when power has shifted from production to consumption. Capitalism inevitably favors the buyer: the customer who pays---or refuse to do so---is sovereign. Historically, the ultimate success of mass production is the rise of wealthy masses and, consequently, buyer markets. Economic power lies with those who control demand ([@bibr69-1350508415585030]). Since the 1950s, big corporations have been counteracting increasing consumer power by establishing influential marketing departments, specializing in anticipating consumer behavior (i.e. market research), and shaping consumer preferences (i.e. advertising and public relations). Art theorist [@bibr53-1350508415585030] captures the cultural side of the economic power shift toward demand, suggesting that economic rationality, not morality, has decided the historic fight between work asceticism and hedonic consumption.

Vanguard artists anticipated this development, shifting their role as artists from ideal producer to exemplary consumer ([@bibr53-1350508415585030]). Romanticism saw the artist as the secular creator: epitomizing the opposite of estranged labor, the ideal producer combined virtuosity (i.e. superior craftsmanship), originality (i.e. genius), and autonomy (i.e. unconventional work- and lifestyle) to create unique artworks with an *aura* that no replica, human- or machine-made, would ever possess ([@bibr12-1350508415585030]; [@bibr66-1350508415585030]). Duchamp pioneered the art of collage and installation, which introduced a fundamental shift. Artists no longer create ex nihilo, but instead (re)use existing artifacts (e.g. reproduced artworks, mass-produced consumer goods, objects amateurs created, and by-products of everyday life). The center of originality shifted from creating something new to new ways of selecting from what is already there and reusing it (i.e. recombining and reframing it in original ways). Today, advanced choosing and using (i.e. consuming) is artists' primary domain ([@bibr53-1350508415585030]). Consequently, many artists reject the notion of creativity as an economic concept, insisting instead that taking a critical stance is contemporary artists' *raison d'être* ([@bibr118-1350508415585030]).

Fundamentally, contemporary capitalism's producers (i.e. businesses) pursue an identical strategy. Expanding external sourcing, they increasingly play the customer role: critically evaluating and selecting from among various suppliers' results and combining the chosen pieces into value-added arrangements. In precisely this sense, our analysis suggests that crowdsourcing contributes to the consuming producer's emergence, complementing that of the working consumer. Getting paid and yet assuming the power of those who pay, consuming producers are predicated on three conditions.

First, consuming producers prefer buying to making, ideally sourcing everything externally except the capability for sourcing ([@bibr4-1350508415585030]; [@bibr65-1350508415585030]). Consequently, consuming-producer firms are vertically disintegrated ([@bibr101-1350508415585030]) and critically rely on expertise in selecting and managing sources, their ultimate core competence, which they share with the pioneers of modern art and Linus Torvalds. Second, consuming producers depend on choice from among many suppliers, a condition contemporary capitalism's transparent globalized markets and crowdsourcing-enabled global search increasingly provide. Third, as producers nevertheless, consuming producers must eventually sell what they buy. To safeguard against final customers doing to them what they do to suppliers---namely, exercising buyers' full economic power---consuming producers rely on traditional techniques for anticipating consumer behavior and shaping consumer preferences, as well as on recent marketing approaches that facilitate consumers' bonding and identifying with producers (e.g. branding, co-creation, and consumer empowerment; [@bibr31-1350508415585030]; [@bibr130-1350508415585030]).

The trend toward working consumers and consuming producers has implications for wealth distribution (i.e. value capture). It tends to lower prices at which consuming producers (i.e. sourcing actors) buy, as discussed in the previous section, and increase those at which they sell. Focusing on selecting, (re)combining, and (re)using existing knowledge, products, and services, consuming producers are ultimately brokers engaged in making by buying, which affords them a disenchanted, rational stance. Contrarily, after decades of increasing disenchantment with producing and consuming mass goods ([@bibr48-1350508415585030]), consumers---remember the maker movement or user-innovators---seem to long for a re-enchanted world and Romantic notions of creativity and identity, such as authorship, authenticity, or aura. The result could be a skewed field, allowing interest-driven consuming producers to sell at relatively high prices to identity-driven working consumers who identify with producers and forego bargaining power ([@bibr8-1350508415585030]; [@bibr108-1350508415585030]).

Twist again: crowdsourcing as a spectacle {#section14-1350508415585030}
-----------------------------------------

Converting social values, such as community or creative achievement, into economic value not only plays an important part in mobilizing crowds for developing and producing goods and services; it also influences the value chain's end, where sourcing is complete and the product is sold ([@bibr7-1350508415585030], [@bibr8-1350508415585030]). To maximize captured economic value, as [@bibr50-1350508415585030] pointedly put it, producers 'endlessly pursue the Holy Grail of control, seeking to anticipate consumer trends on behalf of capital \[...\] coupled with investment in attempts to shape or tempt consumption to its benefit' (p. 334). Yet, this approach requires identifying a reasonably small set of target groups, which growing market fragmentation renders increasingly impossible. Making a virtue of necessity, producers turn to marketing as *co-creation*, investing in supporting consumers (e.g. user groups, consumer tribes, fan, and brand communities) in how they make use of, modify, reinterpret, and communicate about their products ([@bibr85-1350508415585030]; [@bibr102-1350508415585030]). Co-creation aims at a form of governmentality whereby producers refrain from openly controlling consumers and instead 'work with and through the freedom of the consumer subject, all the while hoping that the subject's experience of freedom follows a prescribed program' ([@bibr130-1350508415585030]: 184). In fact, [@bibr130-1350508415585030] maintain that co-creation aims at more than mere docile Foucauldian subjects, namely, at working consumers who contribute to producer innovation, be it out of identification with the producer or in an attempt to create oppositional forms of consumption that nevertheless stimulate corporate innovation.

The trend toward working consumers and consuming producers has a particular twist to it: amid the dynamics of changing roles, it preserves a power advantage of producers over consumers that might otherwise erode due to increasingly saturated and fragmented markets. Moreover, there are instances of 'crowdsourcing without sourcing' that add yet another twist: traditional marketing agendas (i.e. anticipating and shaping consumption) disguised by the look and feel of crowdsourcing, and the invocation of values such as empowerment, creative achievement, or community. In these cases, what appears to be crowdsourcing is indeed a spectacle, distracting consumers to prevent them from recognizing and resisting marketing they no longer find appealing.

Consider Fiat's marketing campaign for the new, eventually highly successful Fiat 500. Prior to the launch, Fiat initiated what appeared to be a crowdsourcing initiative, inviting consumers to use a digital concept laboratory for designing their own car models and accessories by choosing from a toolkit of predefined elements. Over 47,000 registered users created 282,708 models ([@bibr100-1350508415585030]). Several design contests for consumers, with juries of Fiat experts and prominent public figures, awarded cash prices of up to €5000 each ([@bibr42-1350508415585030]; [@bibr72-1350508415585030]). Fiat considered the campaign highly successful: The contests received broad media coverage and made consumers feel part of a Fiat 500 community, with a say in the new car's development. Fiat presented themselves as an 'open-source organization' with the intent to build a 'car for the people, made by the people'---a gross overstatement of, if not a euphemism for, what actually took place ([@bibr100-1350508415585030]: 37).

Fiat implemented some minor ideas from users (e.g. an Italian flag sticker accessory)---just enough, it seems, to preserve the campaign's credibility. Its design suggests that consumers' creative input in car development was of only secondary, if any, relevance. Typically, calls for creative expertise address important problems; issue precise, elaborate problem statements; and are open to numerous types of solutions. Conversely, marketing using the look and feel of crowdsourcing addresses low-risk problems that could be otherwise solved. It relies on extremely open questions (i.e. how could we improve our products) conducive to generating raw ideas but unlikely to yield implementable concepts, or it restricts consumers' responses to tightly confined solution spaces by requiring the use of toolkits that only offer small sets of predefined choices (i.e. essentially equivalent to questionnaires; [@bibr52-1350508415585030]).

Aiming at selling rather than buying (i.e. sourcing), these initiatives are designed to gather market intelligence and increase brand awareness and loyalty. As for market intelligence, knowledge of consumer preferences is largely tacit. Using toolkits and openly sharing favorite ideas as part of idea contests aids the communication of what consumers deem important and desirable ([@bibr120-1350508415585030]; [@bibr126-1350508415585030]). Fiat, for instance, learned about consumers' preferred colors and how to increase the car's price in ways consumers would accept ([@bibr42-1350508415585030]; [@bibr100-1350508415585030]). As for branding, idea contests can infuse brands with values such as innovativeness, responsibility, and respect for customers ([@bibr36-1350508415585030]), while stimulating media coverage and social-media 'buzz' ([@bibr126-1350508415585030]; [@bibr127-1350508415585030]). Moreover, creativity is intrinsically motivated ([@bibr3-1350508415585030]): Identifying with how and for whom one acts, instead of remaining critically distant, increases the likelihood of succeeding in idea contests. Marketing posing as crowdsourcing thus issues a seductive yet illusionary invitation to co-create that lures consumers into lowering their critical guards and opening up---making consumers more willing and able to share intimate knowledge, and susceptive to corporate messages ([@bibr93-1350508415585030]). Conversely, producers sourcing for innovation use platforms specifically designed to attract contributors capable of combining domain-specific knowledge necessary for technically excellent solutions with intimate knowledge of consumer needs and preferences. Despite their potential for beneficial spillovers, sourcing and campaigning constitute different agendas requiring different setups (e.g. platforms).

Our main point here is not the lack of sincerity in crowdsourcing as a spectacle ([@bibr22-1350508415585030]; [@bibr96-1350508415585030]). In fact, some consumers are well aware of the ruse ([@bibr36-1350508415585030]), yet in identifying with the respective brand, they tend to be rather 'generous' regarding corporate ethics ([@bibr43-1350508415585030]). We conclude our explorations into the twisted roles of consumers and producers by emphasizing that the trend toward working consumers and consuming producers does not eradicate traditional consumer and producer roles. On the contrary, the old persists: where the new has not (yet) arrived, as part of the new (e.g. consuming producers employing traditional marketing techniques), and by posing as the new (i.e. reinvigorating traditional roles by using emergent ones as a disguise). The Holy Grail of control is still being pursued, although increasingly by means of covert operations.

Conclusion and implications for further research {#section15-1350508415585030}
================================================

As crowdsourcing initiatives spread and morph quickly, seeing the bigger picture becomes nontrivial. We have introduced a framework that depicts the multitude of crowdsourcing variants as yielding four types of values for sourcing actors. Adopting a rather decontextualized perspective, we have described the basic functioning of crowdsourcing as well as what sourcing actors and contributors stand to gain. The situated practices, however, on which the mechanics of crowdsourcing rely warrant further research: How do sourcing actors, many of them organizations, decide for or against crowdsourcing? How do they establish and maintain communication chains spanning the boundaries of diverse institutional arrangements (e.g. from sourcing firms via intermediaries to crowds and back)? What are the conditions and processes enabling contributors from the crowd to deliver high-quality contributions and sourcing actors to recognize and act upon them? Pioneering studies have demonstrated the potential fruitfulness of these future research areas ([@bibr68-1350508415585030]; [@bibr70-1350508415585030]; [@bibr71-1350508415585030]; [@bibr75-1350508415585030]; [@bibr83-1350508415585030]; [@bibr86-1350508415585030]). Thus far, much of the territory remains uncharted.

Examining crowdsourcing in its societal context, we have elicited and critically examined the kind of effect it has on consumer and producer roles, specifically, how it contributes to the working consumer's and consuming producer's emergence. Doing so, we have identified, expressly and tacitly, six closely related directions for future research: (1) the process of crowdsourcing-related rationalization of consumers' life worlds and its qualitative and quantitative outcomes; (2) the extent to and processes by which businesses assume a consuming-producer role and the resulting impact on core and peripheral staff and organization structure; (3) the extent and mechanisms of shifting power and wealth from (working) consumers toward (consuming) producers; (4) the design, implementation, and enforcement of regulatory frameworks and industry standards affording further seizing opportunities from crowdsourcing while promoting procedural and distributive justice at national and international levels ([@bibr37-1350508415585030]); (5) the emergence of intermediaries as a new digital elite affecting business and society; (6) the potential of crowds to emerge as political entities, capable of collective action ([@bibr41-1350508415585030]; [@bibr62-1350508415585030]; [@bibr89-1350508415585030]; [@bibr125-1350508415585030]).

Crowdsourcing has a potential for grave economic and social impact. This article has explored it from both a rather functionalist perspective at the actor level and a rather critical perspective at the societal level. We conclude by maintaining that rigorous and relevant research on crowdsourcing requires more of both: pragmatic search for its underlying mechanisms and superior understanding of how to make use of it, as well as critical examination of its social effects and side effects, informed by cui bono as a leitmotiv: who benefits---how, when, where, why, and from whom?
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Computer programs typically exist in two versions. The *source code*, the original program written in standard programming language, is understandable to and modifiable by capable engineers. Customers receive the *binary code*, an automatic source code translation to a string of zeros and ones that computers execute but which is as unintelligible to engineers as if it were intentionally encrypted. To protect intellectual property rights of proprietary software owners, source codes can remain secret. If given only the binary code, no matter their ingenuity, computer engineers can neither modify nor further develop the program.

Consistent with the problem-solving perspective, this distinction is fundamentally rooted in complexity theory, specifically in the distinction between two types of complexity. *Algorithmic information content* (or Kolmogorov complexity; [@bibr24-1350508415585030]; [@bibr82-1350508415585030]) refers to the amount of information a program contains, which translates to the amount of space required to store it after exhausting all compression algorithms. *Algorithmic time complexity* ([@bibr91-1350508415585030]; [@bibr99-1350508415585030]) refers to the computational power necessary to execute the program, typically measured in number of operations or run time. These complexity types yield fundamentally different results when assessing total complexity of multiple items. To measure algorithmic information content, anything redundant is discarded: hence, algorithmic information content of 1 or 10 copies of a program is identical. In contrast, algorithmic time complexity is cumulative: executing a program 10 times requires a computational capacity 10-fold that of running it once.

Four types of values from crowdsourcing allow for 15 (2^4^ − 1) possible combinations, comprising at least one of them. We have found empirical examples for most but not all. As of publication, we are not in a position to tell whether the missing forms will eventually appear or be found theoretically impossible.
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